
Men & Women

Opposites are attracted to each other. That’s also why man and women make a perfect puzzle. They 
have different interests, they think different and act different. But that’s what makes them such a 
great team.
However, already in young age we can see the differences between the two genders. The boys are 
more interested in spinning toys, toys that makes sounds and light up and the girls make more eye 
contact, look longer at other people and are also sympathetic if they see a sad or worried face. We 
can already say that those interests are typical male or female. And later when the children are older 
we can see that almost all the girls play with baby and barbie dolls, and the boys with cars and lego 
cubes and are crazy about technology. I have once watched an experiment, in which they were 
testing the gender differences. They dressed up the boys like girls and the other way around. Then 
they sad some people that had no idea that boys are wearing girl clothes and girls boys, to play with 
the kids. So the people used toys that are typically for the genders. But the kids weren’t interested 
and wanted to play with the other ones. So they proved that the girls and boys have different 
interests. However man and women are different, women are more into fashion, children, friends 
and relationships, and man into technology, cars, games, which can we already see at young age. The
scientist also found out that we have three different types of brains: type E, S and B. E is the male 
brain, S the female brain and B both, female and male brain. 
As I already mention at the beginning together man and women work as a great team. We need our 
partner to complement each other. Let me give you an example, a man can repair things and a 
women is a great at the household or the other way around.  Even if we sometimes don’t understand
each other and sometimes can’t live with the other, we also can’t live without another.


